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1 Introduction  
Today’s state of the art microprocessors uses ultrafast transistors with dimensions of the order 50 nm but 
still they face challenge in carrying information to few centimetres long. From the literature from past 2 
years, delay of interconnects faced by the transistor put substantial limitation. Optical interconnects such 
ABSTRACT  
Semiconductor devices, circuits, and components are 
dependent upon miniaturization for transporting huge 
amounts of data at a high speed these provide the ability to 
control the transport and storage of electrons. Current 
communication systems are based on either electrons or 
photonics. These modern electronic devices for 
information processing and sensing are functioning almost 
close to their fundamental speed and bandwidth limitations 
which a serious problem. The performance of electronic 
circuits, as well as photonics, is now becoming rather 
limited when digital information needs to be sent from one 
point to another. Plasmonics is a new technology a kind of 
photonics-based on surface plasmons viable. Surface 
plasmons are a way of guiding light. Surface Plasmon (SP) 
based circuits, which merge electronics and photonics at 
the nanoscale, may offer a solution to the size-compatibility 
problem. Optical fiber communication (OFC) is a well-
known light enabled information transmission mechanism 
communicates very effectively over large distance. Surface 
plasmons, on the other hand, can guide light only over 
distances of tens or hundreds of microns. Surface plasmons 
are the electromagnetic (optical) waves get generated from 
the interaction between light and the mobile conduction 
electrons on the surface of a metal. The surface plasmons 
created by the interaction of light near the surface possess 
unique advantages like the high speed of communication 
which is very essential for the current generation of 
electrical and medical fields. 
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as fibre optic cables possess an ability to carry digital data at a very high speed like 1000 times that of 
electronic interconnects. Unfortunately, fibre optic cables are dimensionally 1000 times larger in 
comparison with electronic components. Different technologies have emerged to combine in the same 
circuit. However, the bulkiness imposes limitations. The plasmonic technology which is electromagnetic 
waves that propagate along the surface of a conductor finds its way in this application. The keyword 
Plasmonics is derived from ‘plasmons’ which refers to the quanta associated with longitudinal waves 
propagating in matter through the collective oscillation of electrons. Plasmon is the quasi particle resulting 
quantization of plasma oscillations just as photons and phonons are quantization of light and sound waves, 
respectively at optical frequencies. The comparison of need of energy to receive and send a surface plasmon 
pulse to electric charging of a metallic wire is very low. This could allow plasmons to travel along nano scale 
wires carrying information from one part of a microprocessor to another with a high bit rate [1]. Plasmonics 
forms a major part of the fascinating field of nano photonics, which explores how electromagnetic fields 
can be confined over dimensions on the order of or smaller than the wavelength. It is based on interaction 
between electromagnetic radiation and electrons under conduction at metals leading to an enhanced optical 
near field of sub-wavelength dimension. Research in this area demonstrates how a distinct and often 
unexpected behaviour can occur (even with for modern optical studies seemingly uninteresting materials 
such as metals) if discontinuities or sub wavelength structure is imposed. However, history has shown that 
despite the fact that the two main ingredients of plasmonics surface plasmon polaritons and localized 
surface plasmons have been clearly described as early as 1900, it is often far from trivial to appreciate the 
interlinked nature of many of the phenomena and applications of this field. This is compounded by the fact 
that throughout the 20th century, surface plasmon polaritons have been rediscovered in a variety of different 
contexts. Plasmonics technology exploits the unique optical properties of manipulation of light at the nano 
scale. A greater synergy can be attained by integrating plasmonic, electronic, and conventional dielectric 
photonic devices on the same chip [2]. The plasmonic interconnects are the great boon for designers and 
developers to develop smaller and faster transistors. Surface plasmons can be excited on a flat nano film, 
nano-strip or other shaped 
nano particles such as nano 
sphere, nano-rod, nano cube 
and nano-star. The nano 
particles which are used to 
excite the surface plasmons by 
the application of light are 
known as localised surface 
plasmons. Silver and gold are of 
particular interest due to their 
high field enhancement and 
resonance wavelength lying in 
the visible spectral regime. The 
surface plasmons possess the 
speed equal to that of light as 
shown in Fig 1 and the 
wavelength tens of nano meters 
[3].    Figure 1: Operating speeds and sizes of plasmonics and other devices 
The present growth and development in chip scale electronics and photonics has shown remarkable data 
processing and transport capabilities that permeate almost every facet of our lives. Plasmonics is an exciting 
new technology exploits the unique optical properties of metallic nanostructures to enable routing and 
manipulation of light at the nano scale [4]. Plasmonics is increasingly touted as a solution to replace 
traditional photonics. This is indeed a new generation of passive and active plasmonic elements are 
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emerging. These plasmonic elements feature a tiny footprint with unlimited bandwidth in comparison to 
photonics. Plasmonic devices also suffer from high losses. The question then is where and when plasmonics 
really can make a difference [5]. The latest generation of plasmonic devices encompassing plasmonic electro 
optical modulators, detectors, RF-receivers, couplers and waveguides and compare them against devices 
relying on the traditional silicon technology. 
2 Plasmons and Plasmonics  
The plasmonics technology fits the electromagnetic waves into minuscule structures to yield a new 
generation of superfast computing chips and ultrasensitive molecular detectors. The plasmonics is growing 
very rapidly and has started to provide a whole range of exciting new research and development 
opportunities that go well beyond chip scale components. Presently we are witnessing an explosive growth 
in both the number and range of plasmonics applications. It is becoming eminently clear that both new 
fundamental science and device technologies are being enabled by the current plasmonics revolution. It 
was believed that light waves could not interact with any particle whose wavelength is smaller than their 
own. But the study of plasmons brings to light that this was a myth, since researchers have found that light’s 
interaction with nano particles produce quasi particles called plasmons. Thus plasmons are collective 
oscillations of the free electron gas density at optical frequencies [6]. A plasma polariton is formed by the 
coupling of plasmons a photon which is quasi-particle. Since plasmons are the quantization of classical 
plasma oscillations,  these are mathematically supported by Maxwell's equations. Since plasmons are density 
wave of electrons, created by interaction of light and metals, they are generated at optical frequencies and 
are small and rapid. They are said to embody the strongest points of both optical and electronic data 
transmission, allowing high speed data transfer. 
Plasmonic observed when the light beam striking a 
metal surface creates plasmons, electron density 
waves which can carry huge amounts of data. If the 
focus is on a surface etched with circular groove the 
beam produces concentric waves organizing 
electrons into high- & low-density rings as presented 
in Fig 2.        Figure 2: Movement of electrons 
Presently, electronics plays an important role in communication and plasmonics started replacing 
electronics where a high data transfer rate is required. When the frequency of an electronic pulse increases, 
the electronic device suffers and becomes hot and wires become very loose. Hence by the principle, higher 
the frequency higher the data transfer rate but a huge amount of data cannot be transferred. On the other 
hand, when the size of an electronic wire reduces, its resistance increases but the capacitance remains almost 
the same. This leads to time delay effects. In photonics, optical fibres are used to transmit light along their 
axis by the process of total internal reflection but the size of the optical cable larger in terms of few hundreds 
of nanometres [7]. From the characteristics the propagation lengths for plasmonic waveguides are too short 
to propagate. The greater enhancements in propagation length can be obtained by careful engineering 
actions in which metal optical antenna should be used like scaled-down versions of a car antenna. 
The field concentrating property of optical antennas may help to shorten the large gap between micro scale 
dielectric photonic devices and nano scale electronics. Fig3 
shows details of a chip on those optical signals are routed 
through conventional dielectric optical wave guides. The mode 
size of such waveguides is larger than the underlying 
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 
electronics. Antenna helps to concentrate the electromagnetic 
signals and inject it into a nano scale photo detector. Due to 
the small size of the detector a small capacitance, low noise and 
high speed of operation is observed [8-9].         Figure 3: Schematic of a nano scale antenna structure 
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2.1 Components of Plasmonics 
The main components of plasmonics are namely, Surface 
Plasmon Polaritons (SPP) and Localised Surface Plasmons 
(LSP). Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are the special type of 
light waves or electromagnetic waves propagating along the 
metal dielectric interface and they are linked to the free electrons 
in the metal. The plasmonic waveguides is the metallic 
interconnect which support the waves thus serve as tiny optical 
waveguides. The motion of the light beam perpendicular to the 
metal interface has created a scope to interface nano scale 
electronics with similarly sized optical (plasmonic) devices. 
Presently silicon based integrated circuit technology already used 
nano scale metallic structures such as copper (Cu) and 
aluminium (Al) interconnects to route electronic signals between 
transistors on a chip.  The plasmonic waveguides perform a dual 
function of carrying both optical and electrical signals and give 
rise to exciting new capabilities.     
Localized surface plasmon (LSP) is the outcome of arrangement surface plasmon in a nano particle as 
shown in Fig 4.  The LSP has two important properties namely, the electric field near the particle’s surface 
is greatly enhanced and at the plasmon resonant frequency the particle’s optical absorption is at its 
maximum [10]. The enhancement falls off quickly with distance from the surface and  for noble metal nano 
particles, the resonance occurs at visible wavelengths and  the  near-infrared and mid-infrared region 
maximum optical absorption is noticed. Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) are the non-
propagating counterpart of SPPs, which can be excited in nanometer sized sub wavelength metallic 
particles. The electromagnetic field due to enhanced polarizability of the particle at certain frequency cause 
resonantly excited free electron cloud. The hot spots are the strongly enhanced near fields close to the metal 
surface created due to enhanced polarizability.  
Plasmons are instrumental in applications to ultrasensitive optical detection, bio sensing, spectral 
photometry, light harvesting, photo catalysis, quantum optics, nonlinear photonics and meta materials. 
Current developments are focusing on reduction of electrons participating in the plasmons, thus unveiling 
new physics and generating wonderful applications like light modulation and sensing at the nano scale. 
Recently, electronics plays a very important role in communication. In spite of that, photonics has started 
replacing electronics where a high data transfer rate is required. As the frequency of an electronic pulse 
increases, the electronic device experience heating effect and wires become very loose. Hence according to 
the principle of the higher the frequency, the higher the data transfer rate, a huge amount of data cannot 
be transferred from one place to another. When the cross-sectional area of an electronic wire reduces its 
resistance increases but the capacitance remains almost the same. This leads to time delay effects. In 
photonics, optical fibres (cylindrical dielectric/non-conducting waveguides) are used. Total internal 
reflection helps in transmitting light along their axis. The fibre consists of a core surrounded by a cladding 
layer which is dielectric in nature. The refractive index of core must be large compared to cladding for the 
proper signal transfer [11]. The lateral confinement size of the optical cable is approximately half the 
wavelength of the light used so that the size of the optical cable is of the order of hundreds of nano meters 
larger than today’s electronic devices. 
Presently optical fibres are used worldwide for the communication systems use light signals that convey 
huge streams of voice communications and vast amounts of data. This gargantuan capacity has led some 
researchers to prophesy that photonic devices which channel and manipulate visible light and other 
electromagnetic waves could someday replace electronic circuits in microprocessors and other computer 
chips. Unfortunately, the diffraction limit imposes limitations size and performance of photonic devices. 
Figure 4:  The red arrow shows how an 
SPP is launched from an excitation spot 
onto a metal film surface. 
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Plasmonic circuits present the potential to carry optical signals and electric currents through the same thin 
metal circuitry. Fig 5 and Fig 6 show demonstration of light on chip.           
 
The size limits the integration of optical and electronic circuits, but electronic circuits can be fabricated at 
dimensions below 100 nm. On the other hand, the wavelength of light used in photonics circuits is on the 
order of 1000 nm. Plasmonic chips will have plasmonic couplers and optical input and output ports for the 
interface. The couplers should have high conversion efficiency, along with a transmission length. The 
plasmonic interconnects may be used to solve the capacity problem in digital circuits when huge data needs 
to be transmitted from one section of a chip to another remote section. The data is converted to plasmonic 
information and sent along a plasmonic wire. Unfortunately, the current performance of plasmonic 
waveguides is insufficient for the said action. This initiates the urgent need for more work in this area [13].  
2.2 Communication with Plasmonics and Interconnect 
Electromagnetic waves at the nano scale experience greater control due to the plasmonic structures. 
Because of this, energy carried by plasmons allows for light localization in ultra-small volume far beyond 
the diffraction limit of light. To generate surface plasmons, it is necessary to excite the metal dielectric 
interface in which the dielectric constant of the metal is a function of frequency and negative. From the 
reviews of investigations, it is found that by the proper deign of metal dielectric interface, surface plasmons 
with the frequency as that of electromagnetic wave but of smaller wavelength is produced.  This 
phenomenon could allow plasmons to travel along nano scale wires to carry information from one part to 
another. Owing to the ability of plasmonic waveguides to operate the spectrum ranging from visible to far-
infrared region attract for the applications. A plasmon could travel several micrometres in the slot 
waveguide far enough to convey a signal from one part of a chip to another. The plasmon slot waveguide 
shrinks and squeezes the optical signal. Nano wires provide lateral confinement of the mode below the 
diffraction limit. These nano wires show larger attenuation than planar films but the movement of light by 
a distance of several microns. A set of variety of nano particles (namely, spheres and rods) can be used to 
transport EM waves from one nano particle to another using near field electro dynamic interaction [14]. 
The propagation distance depends upon the shape and nature of materials, separation between them as well 
as the dielectric constant of the host medium. 
Optical interconnects must offer highest speed at lowest power consumption on an extremely compact 
footprint on a densely integrated chip. The fundamental challenges in realizing such optical interconnects 
Figure 5:  Simulation of electric field produced 
within the plasmon waveguide structure [12] 
Figure 6:  A plasmon waveguide consists of nano 
scale gold dots on a silicon-on-insulator surface [12] 
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are the transmitters that should be arranged in a highly parallel manner second, the fibre to chip interfaces 
that should be able to overcome distances from millimeters up to hundreds of meters. Plasmonic 
interconnects take leading edge shortly in the future integrated circuits. The physical limitations of 
conventional electric interconnects and the delay time for signal propagation is limited by an effective time 
constant typically dominated by the RC time of the interconnect itself. The energy required to transmit a 
bit through a length of interconnect is a good measure of the energy efficiency of communication on an 
integrated circuit. Consequently, the energy dissipated per unit length per bit transmission is weakly 
dependent on interconnect scale. As cross talk increases, bit error rates increase, so that interconnect 
themselves cease to be sufficiently reliable components in a fully operational integrated circuit. 
 At large operating frequencies typical of high-performance integrated circuits, the impedances between 
interconnect are reduced to values much lower than the resistance through which current must flow in the 
victim wire to counteract induced potential changes. As a result, the scaling trends of increasing frequency 
and increasing wire resistance lead to greater cross talk amongst wires. Local interconnects are too short to 
justify the addition of plasmonic sources and detectors. In addition to this, the reduction in length of local 
interconnects with standard scaling will mitigate most of the deleterious effects of reduced cross-sectional 
area. Global interconnects on the other hand, present plasmonic waveguides with strong competition from 
established technologies [15]. Conventional high index contrast dielectric waveguides offer the same 
bandwidth and latency advantages of plasmonic waveguides.  
The long range plasmonic waveguides, which have propagation lengths suitable for global interconnects, 
tend to have transverse mode sizes akin to those of conventional dielectric waveguides. While it is possible 
that metallic waveguides may offer an advantage over dielectric waveguides if the materials systems are 
favorable to manufacturing, there is no substantial reduction in size associated with these modes. At the 
intermediate level however, the propagation lengths are short enough to employ plasmonic modes with 
cross sectional areas significantly below the diffraction limit. Of the standard metals used for plasmonic 
wave guiding (aluminum, gold and silver), silver is chosen to deal exclusively because it has the lowest loss 
across the frequency spectrum of interest [16]. An optimistic estimate of interconnect performance is given 
by ignoring surface scattering effects and attributing bulk material optical constants to the plasmonic 
waveguide. 
3 Features and Future of Plasmonics 
Few of the identified features of plasmonics are namely, they possess the frequency almost equal to that of 
light optical frequencies about 100000 times greater than the frequency of electronic microprocessors and 
the energy required to receive and send a surface plasmon pulse is lesser compared to that of electric 
charging of a metallic wire. This could allow plasmons to travel along nano scale wires carrying information 
with a high bit rate. These plasmons can be excited on a flat nano film, nano strip or other shaped nano 
particles such as nano sphere, nano rod, nano tube and nano star. The nano particles like Silver and Gold 
are of particular interest due to their high field enhancement and resonance wavelength falling in the visible 
spectral range. The speed of surface plasmons gets identifying in the soft x-ray range. The wavelength can 
be reduced by a factor of 10 relative to its free space value and still retaking the frequency. The ability to 
shrink the wavelength creates the path to nano scale plasmonic structures that could replace purely 
electronic circuits which use wires and transistors [17]. The plasmonics field is benefitted by the discovery 
of "meta materials" through which electron oscillations can result in exceptional optical properties. The 
latest development in producing plasmons to propagate through nano scale wires is to use complex 
waveguide geometries that can shrink the wavelength of the signal by squeezing it. A mass-production of 
minuscule plasmonic devices with a narrow dielectric stripe as a gap like lithography which is used to imprint 
circuit patterns on silicon chips may popularize the plasmonics. The frequency of an optical signal is much 
higher than that of an electrical one. More precisely 400,000 gigahertz versus 50 or 60 hertz. The resistance 
and capacitance effect of conventional electronics limit the data-carrying capacity of integrated circuits with 
electrical interconnects [18]. 
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The technology is rapidly evolving from discrete passive structures towards integrated active devices and 
revolutionize the bandwidth, speed, size, cost, power requirements of modern computational networks, 
enabling more efficient solutions to increasing complex problems. The future development in the next step 
is to integrate the components with an electronic chip and hence to demonstrate plasmonic data generation, 
transport and detection. Plasmon waves in the plasmonic technology on the metal behave similar to light 
waves in glass hence this concept helps in multiplexing. Plasmonic applications mainly depend on the cost 
of nanofabrication techniques and losses. The plasmonic nano circuits combine a high bandwidth with a 
high-level compaction and promising for all optical circuits. Plasmons can ferry data along computer chips. 
Plasmonic switches required for this are under development. Rotaxanes molecule is being used for this 
purpose [19].  
4 Conclusions 
Plasmonics has gained and developed an explosive growth past from few years. The knowledge base related 
to plasmonics is rapidly expanding. As a result, the plasmonic devices on a chip becoming clearly defined 
they were relatively slow and bulky in past. Plasmonics has the capability and future to play an important 
role in enhancing the processing speed of future integrated circuits. Besides creating new photonics devices, 
which are considerably smaller than the propagating light’s wavelength, plasmonics is expected to be the 
key nanotechnology that will combine electronic and photonic components on the same chip. The 
advancements in semiconductor technology has brought an incredible change in scaling electronic devices 
to nano-scale dimensions. But the interconnect delay time issues are significant and still pose challenge 
towards the realization of purely electronic circuits operating above 10 GHz. In contrast, photonic devices 
possess a huge data carrying capacity. The dielectric photonic components are limited in their size by the 
laws of diffraction preventing scaling as in electronics. Finally, the review of plasmonics, its current state 
and future directions provide clarity that the Plasmonic devices find good coupling with similar speed 
photonic devices and similar size electronic components in the upcoming semiconductor developments as 
a revolution. 
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